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Orono, Maine, October 24, 1946

Debate Club And Radio Guild
Sponsor Two Weekend Dances

Nunito-r. •I

Black Bear Varsity Gridmen, Harriers
Look Forward To Action Here Saturday

Stag Dances in Memorial Gymnasium Friday and Saturday
nights will highlight the week end's social calendar, with the Radio
The varsit athletic forces of the University of Maine will go into action
on home
Guild introducing a new innovation in entertainment when they pre- Saturday, offeriy
ng fans this year's first State Series game and a glance at Coach Chester grounds this
sent Mayor John Goff and his "Take It If You Can Get It" quiz
Jenkins' oncepro- victorious cross-country squad. Bates will bring its star, Arnie Card, and a record
gram during intermission.
of
four
victories to
meet the Maine footballers in the afternoon. The Black Bear harriers,
easy winners over Bates last
•
Bears on Friday
week, will face an equally potent New Hampshire hill and dale combin
ation in the morning.
Friday night the University of Maine

BY LEN PLAYIN
• Four times defeated, the Maine footDebating Council will sponsor Jimrm,
The University of Maine cross counball team will open the first post-war
Sprague's Maine Bears from eight t,,
try team will run against a very powrevival
of the annual state series when
eleven-thirty. Admission will be fifty
erful and capable New Hampshire
l'hursday, October 24
they
meet
the Bobcats of Bates Colcents, including tax, and the dance is
I
Glee Clubs
300 Aubert-7:00 team this Saturday morning at 11 a.m.
lege on the new field at 1:30 p.m. Satstag.
In continuing to tabulate staBand
Armory-7:00 Both teams have had but one meet,
urday.
Council President Nicholas Brountas
tistics
on the Maine "Hello,"
and
each
Tumbling
emerge
d victorious and with
W.
Gymn
Bates Undefeated
has announced that the proceeds of the
this week the staff reports the
a perfect score.
With a string of four victories in
dance will help finance the activities of Friday, October 25
follow
ing:
Debate Club Dance
Maine Over Bates
four starts, the Bobcats will go into
the Council.
Men Women
Maine
easily
subdued Bates last SatMemori
al Gym-8:00
the game as top-heavy favorites to
Saturday night from eight to elevenurday with all of Maine's seven entries
"helloed" first 16
49
capture the state crown. Not only are
thirty, for the same admission price, Saturday, October 26
tying for first place, and the score
"Helloed" after
Maine-Bates Game
they
the only undefeated team in the
the Southernaires will make their first
1:30
being 15-50. New Hampshire downed
spoken to
20
Radio Guild Dance
24
1 state but only once have they permitted
fall appearance on campus at the Radio
Didn't "Hello"
a team to cross their goal line. This
Guild Dance.
Memorial Gym-8:00 a usually strong Northeastern aggregation
to
the
tune
of
at all
15-52.
The
26
rea42
was in their opening game when they
Sunday, October 27
The Mayor's Quiz
son for the difference in scores is the
defeate
d Tufts, 19 to 6. In their secHome
Ec. Tea
During intermission, Mayor John
fact that New Hampshire ran more
Total
62
115
ond
start
they defeated Mass. State,
300
Club
Meetin
Goff will hold the floor with a strikg
111.C.A.-7:00 men than
we did.
6 to 0, followed with a 25 to 0 triingly new "Take It If You Can Get it" Monday, October 28
N H Star
umph over Trinity, and last week walPhoto Club
quiz program, at which time members
6 SS-7:30
Among
the
New
Hampsh
loped Northeastern 20 to 0.
ire
hill
and
Tuesda
y,
October 29
of the audience will be invited to try
dalers is a boy named Gazaska, who Post—War
Square Dance
the quizmaster for cash prizes.
Card Outstanding
W. Gym-7:00
was either second or third in the New
Orchestra
Paced by Arnie Card, currently the
Proceeds from this dance will go
17 SN-7:00
England Interscholastic Cross Counhigh scorer in the state, Bates has a
towards the building and purchase of Wednesday, October 30
try
Run for three years, winning the
Modern
well-balanced club with names of vetDance
new equipment for the Maine Radio
W. Gym-7:00
event in 1943, while running for ManFrench Club
erans
such as Parent and Joyce studGuild. The Guild will present the first
19 SN-7:30
chester Central High School. There
Eighty-nine veterans of world War ding its lineup. It has a strong
M.C.A. Cabinet
.of its regular weekly programs over
M.C.A.-4:45
line, a
Wednesday Morning Service 6:45 are also several other good runners, II are enrolled in the advanced division good running and passing offense, and
WLBZ Wednesday, October 30, at
and
this fact is proven by New Hamp7:30 p.m.
of the new "Post War ROTC," earn- is reported to be in top physical shape.
shire's request to have ten runners
The outlook for Maine isn't pessitheir reserve commissions under
Chaperons for the Friday night dance 500
'Pine Needles' compete on each team instead of the ing
the guidance of Colonel Francis R. mistic, either, despite its four straight
will be Dr. and Mrs. Howard L. Runusual smaller number.
Fuller. In the Basic course there are defeats. The Bears were hit with the
ion and Mr. and Mrs. Wofford GarCross country courses differ in dif- 187
injury jinx before the season got unfreshmen and 69 sophomores.
dener. Prof. and Mrs. Lyle C. Jenficulty depending on the number of
derway
when they lost Dick Burrill,
Five hundred copies of the Pine
ness and Mrs. Marjorie Williamson
hills and other geological conditions. The "Post War ROTC," as it is a pass-catching
end, and Al Hutchinofficially called, represents the best in
will chaperon the Guild dance Satur- Needle, long awaited student literaryDespite this, the time of the New
(Continued on Page Four)
humor magazine, came off the uniday night
all previous ROTC experience plus
(Continued on Page Five)
versity presses Tuesday afternoon and
many new improvements. The program
went into Orono mails on Wednesday.
will be broadened to include courses
Taking care of its near-three hunof higher academic level than those
dred subscribers first, the Needle staff
previously given. There will be a
will have a few copies left over for
course on "Military Leadership zc
sale at thirty cents each. Subscrip- The School of
Education has re- Psychology" and a current eve: •
tions for the remainder of the year are ceived this week
two calls from nearby course called "Military Problems
still being accepted.
The annual membership drive of the
school
systems for teachers. One call the U. S."
State of thc Union, by Howard
The first issue of the Needle con- is for a general
Maine
Christian Association will be
First
Review
science and biology
Lindsay and Russell Crouse, has been
tains four fiction stories, various jokes teacher, and the
held the week of Oct. 28 to Nov. 4,
other
The
first
call
is
practic
for a subannounced as the Maine Masque Thea- and
e review has been
cartoons, pictures, jokes, and stitute teacher
in French and Latin. tentatively set for December 14. This Connie Howes and Ralph Barnett, cotre's first production of the year. The
columns on current topics.
If there are wives of students residing will be held on the drill field in back chairmen of the Personnel Committee
play, currently playing to packed
The Needle will be issued each here who wish
of the MCA, have announced.
to register for these of the Armory and the military band
lioness in New York, has been unani- school
Beginning next Monday, representamonth with the exception of and other positions
which may become will be there to provide the necessary
mously acclaimed as one of the most Januar
tives
y and June. and is staffed and open, they should
of the MCA will contact each
make application at martial music. Also under contemplaoutstanding theatrical works of recent
I student at his residence. These reprebacked by interested undergraduates. 22 Stevens
Hall, South.
years.
(Continued on Page Six)
sentatives will have cards on which the
Listed as a comedy by its authors,
student will register his choice of
State of the Union, as the title implies,
activities of the MCA in which he
is a play with a political theme. Howwishes to participate.
ever, implication is not only national
YMCA Also
in scope, but also has international apThe MCA is also affiliated with the
peal.
National Student YMCA and YWCA
Lindsay and Crouse
and upon joining the MCA each stuThe joint topic for today's discus- into hands that
The names of Lindsay and Crouse
have only known Lux, that starts gas-chamber music ringing dent becomes a member of one of these
sion
is the double standard and the and made us slaves
are well-known to the American public,
to commerce and in our cars, especially if the source is organizations with all its rights and
especially in connection with their pro- dirty weed. Last week's Camtus industry. You went skittering about one of those Joe College pipes or a privileges.
duction of Life with Father. Now in carried a scathing indictment of women the country-side fighting a war while seegar
The scope of the MCA is wide
smokers by a Victorian-minded mem- we were stuck
in the mudholes of
its seventh year, it is far on the road
As for our smoking technique, at enough to permit almost every student
ber of the unfair sex. If this ignoble Orono, holding
out against the gaso- least we don't burn the fag down to
to becoming an American classic.
(C('ntinued on Page Fight)
attack on the rights and privileges of line shortage, battling
our way to front the point where we are rivalling the
At the first readings for the play,
women were an isolated incident, we lines at the Nylon
counter, living on fire-eaters in a circus side-show. And
Thursday, Oct. 10, the largest number
would say "Pish-tush," and light up sugarless, butterle
ss, meatless rations. a very limited knowledge of facial
of students in Masque history to appear
a Lucky. Actually it is but a drop
Then you call us unfeminine be- anatomy reveals no solutio
at preliminary try-outs crowded into
n to the
in the torrent of criticism that has cause we occasionally
indulge in one problem of where to put the cigarette
the Little Theatre to read and to sign
flooded the female cigaret smokers of the milder vices to
which you have if not in the center and not in the side
up for work on all phases of the proThe Maine Radio Guild will begin
since coeds reverted to a minority introduced us. Did you
ever see any- of the mouth. Where, then?
duction.
its
year of broadcasting on October
status.
thing unfeminine in our dumping and
To the coeds, whether they walk a 30th at 7:30 p.m.
Colbath to Assist
Now, fellas, we ask you. Is that scrubbing the ashtrays which
over WLBZ. The
look as mile for a Camel, light up a Lucky, Guild
Assistant to Mr. Bricker for State right? You gave
will present "Victor Herbert"
us the vote, which though they have been receiving de- call
for Philip Morris, or arc satisfied with several
of the Union is Arnold Colbath '48, makes a matter of
recordings of the comconscience for us posits since the Paleozoic era by the with
a Chesterfield, we say: Women poser's best composi
who worked in Masque previous to to read and listen to politici
tions.
ans quibble time you finally start throwing ashes smokers, Unite!
Defend the cause of
the war, and also worked with Profes- and cavil until we don't give
There
will
be
tryouts
for each Guild
a to the four corners of the room?
eqqual rights and privileges. Don't production
sor Bricker when the latter was Thea- Republican who wins the Democr
with Mrs. Phyllis Williamatic
And why is it so much more un- give up the cig. It is a dirty
weed. son as director. Maine Radio Guild protre director of the Shrivenham (Eng.) election. You shackled us with the
feminine to be behind the butt than on We know it. But we
like it.
American Army University.
grams will be heard each Wednesday
white collar, or thrust a welding-torch the receiving end of a cloud
of smoke
—ELAINE MCMANUS evening on WLBZ.

Campus Calendar

Hello!

ROTC'
Started At Maine
With 89 Veterans

Published Tuesday

'State of the Union'
Will Be Produced
By Masque Theater

Many School Teachers
'Are Needed In Schools

MCA Membership
Drive Will Start
On Monday Morning

Here's The Story:

After The Female Smoke Has Cleared
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S
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Radio Guild Plans
First Broadcasts
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Seats For Senate,
RELIGION
Services
Officers Chosen
Roman Catholic
At Ocummo Meeting 8 and 10 a.m. Sun. Oct. 27
Little Theatre
Election of a new Ocummo vice I Rev. Francis E. LeTourneau,
Chaplain for the Catholic Students
president and six of the necessary
Confessions, Sat. night, 7:00
eighteen representatives to the Men's
Senate took place at a meeting Mon- • Protestant
Non-Sectarian services
day night in Estabrooke Hall.
11 a.m. Sun. Oct. 27 Little Theatre
The following men were named: Dr. John W. Brush, Professor at
Red Snyder, vice president; Newell 1
Andover Newton Seminary
Emery and Ralph Snyder, social comSpecial Music by Chapel Choir
mittee; Frank Moore, executive corn— Jewish
mittee. Six members to the Men's
Hillel services Fri. Oct. 25, 7 p.m.
Senate also elected, included: Ernest
Little Theatre
Church and John Hoskin of Old
Rev. Charles O'Connor, General
Town; Merle Grindle and Kenneth
Secretary of the MCA
Seyman of Orono; and John Jones and
Chester Kennedy of Bangor. President William Skofield presided and Ocummo Will Sponsor
Dr. Spofford Kimball, adviser, was
Nov. 8
present.
The first semi-iormal of the autumn
Welcome All
will be held in the Memorial
season
A sincere welcome is extended to
Gymnasium
on Friday, November 8.
about five hundred men who are living
of
Ocummo, the off-camThe
purpose
by
Sponsored
off campus this year.
OCUMMO is to unite the off-campus pus U. of M. Men's Organization, the
men in an organization founded for dance will feature music by the Maine
their enjoyment and welfare, in an at- Bears.
tempt to help them feel more a part of Proper dress for peacetime semicampus life.
formals is the same as last year's reMeetings are to be held monthly on quirements. Men are expected to wear
the second Monday in the month; place suits or sports clothes, and women will
to be announced.
attend the dance in evening dress. The
The organization is aware that some dance is for couples only, and admismembers have evening classes of work. sion will be $1.50.
but it is hoped that all who can will
And there was the moron who
join the group.
thought it was wonderful that filling
It isn't ice that makes people slip— station people knew where to set up
it's what they mix it with.
their pumps to get gas.

1st Semi-Formal,

IF YOU WILL BE TWENTY
ON NOVEMBER 23

Masonic Students
Form Campus Order
ties will be discussed along with other
Under Orono Lodge
important factors concerning its con-

Pled
By

tinuation.
Membership to the French Club is
not only for French students. All
persons in the university who are interested in French culture are asked
to attend.

Nearly 301j
pledges to th
the Dean of
Culminating
most of the
residence in
The follow
ing supplied
of Men:
Alpl
Resident:
Ashby, Ang
Bromley, Phi
lagher, Harr:
Lauchlan, PI
Tyler, Jr., litc
crick A. Wh
Non-Resich
Alp
Resident:
L. Banton, L
Mason, Rog,
Schmidlin, Ja
Chapman.
Non-Residi
John Reid
John H. Clc
Albert H. VI
ing.

Club Notes
Spanish Club
With the next meeting of Circulo
Espanol scheduled for Tuesday, October 29, in North Stevens, the group
has many interesting meetings planned
for the coming year.
The main purpose of the club is to
further interest in South America and
Spain, and generally the meetings a: e
arranged with this in mind. One of
the meetings in the near future will be
based on the demonstration and practice of native Spanish dances, and later
in the year, Miss Marion Buzzell will
show a series of colored films taken in
South America.
El Circulo Espanol, with Albert
Winchell as president, is open to all
students who are interested in the
Spanish language, culture, and customs.

300

Club

Politics Club
The establishment of a Political Science Club will be the object of a meeting to be held at the M.C.A. Building
on Tuesday, October 29, at 3:00 p.m.
All undergraduate, graduate students,
and members of the faculty of the University are invited.
Membership will include all who are
interested in participation in regular
discussion forums on topics of public
affairs. It is planned to develop a program of panel discussions, study
groups, speakers, and open forums, including students, faculty, and visitors.

Wednesday night, a group of students under the leadership of Barbara
Woodfin and Stanley Thomas met in
the MCA to organize the 300 Club.
This group provides social and religious fellowship for upperclass students through a varied program. Debates, faculty and outside speakers,
parties, and interesting as well as
intellectual discussions have been included in the programs in the past
years.
The next meeting will be held Sunday, Oct. 27, at seven o'clock, in the
MCA Building.

Constance Thomes and Philip Craig
served as advisors to the Freshman
Club which met at the MCA Wednesday evening. The advisors introduced
the Freshmen to the purposes and
activities of the Club in the past years,
and they presented a movie on the
Army Air Forces. All Freshmen are
eligible for membership, and the next
meeting will be one for organization
and election of officers on Oct. 30, at
seven o'clock.

French Club

Flying Club

The first meeting of the French
Club will be held October 29, Tuesday
evening, at 7:30 in the lounge of the
MCA.
Elections of officers will be held,
problems of parties and future activi-

There will be a meeting of the Maine
Flying Club Thursday afternoon at
4:00 p.m. in the Little Theatre. All
members and all students interested in
flying are urged to attend. This is an
organizational meeting for the purpose
of creating interest and making plans
for this year's flying activities.

•

AND

THE COYNE STUDIO

HAVE KEPT A PERSONAL SCRAP BOOK

"This Christmas be practical.
Give the gilt that cannot he
duplicated, your photograph."

FOR THE LAST TEN YEARS,

Frosh Club

Photo Club

•

The University of Maine Photo
Club will have its first meeting of the
year next Monday evening, Oct. 28, at
7:30 p.m. in 6 South Stevens. Plans

OR IF

a
YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE

The Maine chapter of the Order of
the Temple, a student Masonic organization, was re-activated last Thursday
night, with Earl Engels elected Worshipful Master and eight other undergraduates as charter members.
Active membership in the Order of
the Temple is limited to Master Masons who are enrolled for study at
Maine, although Master Masons on
the faculty or otherwise connected with
the University may attend the meetings
by taking the oath, or become inactive
memebrs upon payment of dues.
Meet Thursdays
The Order of the Temple will meet
in the Masonic Hall at Orono on the
second and fourth Thursdays of each
month. Dues will be two dollars a
year, with an initiation fee of three
dollars.
Besides Worshipful Master Engels,
other officers are: Larry Jenness, Sir
Knight Warder of the Temple; Arthur
Curtis, Captain of the Guard; Fred
Morey, Inner Guard of the Temple;
Stuart Ramsey, Outer Guard of the
Temple; Larry Wheeler, Don Crossland, and Bill Patterson as the first,
second, and third Imposters; and Al
Orcutt, Chaplain.
November Initiation
Students possessing the necessary
qualifications who desire membership
in The Order of the Temple should
contact any one of the above. The
first initiation will be held the second
Thursday of Novemebr.
Acting as advisers to this group are
Everett Davee, Douglas Beale, and
Bernie Plummer, appointed as such by
Mechanic Lodge *66 of Orono.
The Order of the Temple, of which
the Maine chapter is the first, was originated in 1921, was in existence until
1926, and at one time had chapters at
other colleges in the state.
for the year will be discussed at this
time.
For the benefit of newcomers to the
campus, it should be explained that the
U. of M. Photo Club is primarily a
club for serious amateurs who ordinarlly do their own developing and
printing. Although the club is pre(Continued on Page Six)

PARAMOUNT — Cocktails

WHO WILL BE TEN

ckyon's Taxi

PARAMOUNT — Chinese Food
PARAMOUNT — Steaks

ON THAT DATE

Anywhere, any time
73 N. Main St.
Orono
Dial Orono 621

AND WHOSE FAMILY HAVE KEPT
The Birthstone for October
— OPAL —

SUCH A RECORD
AND IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
IN THE POSSIBILITIES OF SELLING

DONALD PRATT CO.
•

18 Hammond St.

Member Federal Reserve Bank

Bangor, Me.

THE MAGAZINE RIGHTS

•

TO SUCH A SCRAPBOOK,
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and help-

We Have Never Been to College
— But —
We Have Spent a Lifetime Making

"MOTHER'S BREAD the BEST"

BY NOT LATER THAN

On the Campus or at Home, ask for

OCTOBER 25

em,,ich.ed MOTHER'S BREAD
100 Center •••t.

Resident: 1
P. Bouchard,
aid F. Colli
Clement W.
Davis, Jr., Ji
Grant, Homc
Pelletier, J.
Peterson, Kt
Simpson, Ri4
William C. S
Non-Resich
Eric H. Hat
Albert E. W

Resident: I
W. Childs, Cl
J. Clark, Her
E. Johns, He
W. Peppard,
Alfred N. Sai
II, Murray F
Paul Sullivar
John P. Zolk
Non-Residc
David Patric
Hall, Daniel
MacDonald,
Anthony Na:
Lam
Resident: I
tings Bartley
Robert J. Car
Herbert Cron
Everett Otis
Bruce D. Fc

ful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

WITH

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Resident:
Donald T. I
Philip L. Cr:
ton K. Gooch
win, Irving I
kell, Frederii
Maguire, Phi
P. Rice, Jr.,
thur E. Scal
Frank 0. S
Webber.
Non-Residi
Ripon Wilsc

Call 8661
All the n

nail pi

The
Merrill
Trust Company

11 a

With twelve offices In
Eastern Maine

Bangor, Me.

M•reber Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

•

•

rill:

lj,e'1lire/.
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Pledges Are Announced
By Maine Fraternities

lens
s Order
) Lodge

the Order of
Easonic organlast Thursday
elected Wort other undermbers.
the Order of
) Master Mafor study at
✓ Masons on
:onnected with
d the meetings
ecome inactive
if dues.
lays
nple will meet
Orono on the
•sdays of each
two dollars a
fee of three

iation
the necessary
e membership
remple should
above. The
eld the second

this group are
is Beale, and
ted as such by
f Orono.
nple, of which
first, was origexistence until
ad chapters at
te.

;cussed at this

'comers to the
lained that the
is primarily a
irs who ordileveloping and
: club is prezge Six)

"axi

y time
Orono
621

a

Bank

h

'omen will
anking inand helps progress.
!fleeted toy
:, which is
stablishing
;.

Community Concert
Tickets Obtainable

nIc:nbershipiii ttu Bangor
Community Concert Association is
Nearly 300 men have been listed as Herbert G. Gillis, E. Vernon Gray,
available to all newcomers who have
pledges to the University fraternities, Evan R. Johnson, Justin G. McIntire,
arrived in Orono since the membership
the Dean of Men announced Tuesday. Richard T. Mathews, Harold L. Mouldrive last spring. Anyone interested in
Culminating two weeks of rushing, ton, Howard T. Moulton, William A.
the series may contact Mrs. Charles
most of the pledges have taken up Newdick, Edmund F. Pieta, Willard
Brautlecht, 63 Bennoch Road; teleresidence in their respective houses. Clifton Sawyer, George A. Stevenson.
phone 622.
Non-Resident: Barker W. Hopkins,
The following is an alphabetical listNew students at the University may
ing supplied the Campus by the Dean Bryce V. Lambert.
obtain membership for the series of
of Men:
Phi Eta Kappa
four concerts, at the student rate, by
Resident: Everett L. Beals, James
contacting Mary Dirks of the sophoAlpha Gamma Rho
more class.
Resident: Clyde S. Adams, James A. Beaudry, Floyd R. Beecher, Robert
Ashby, Angus C. Black, Jr., Don E. Cool, Richard E. Gagnon, Boyd N.
The dates of the concerts are as folBromley, Philip Downie, John J. Gal- Harrington, George F. Higgins, Athill
lows:
—From Photo by Newhall
lagher, Harry Gibbons, Robert S. Mac- Irvine, Harvey J. Lacombe, Jr., RobNovember 18, Fox Hole Ballet; DeLauchlan, Philip H. Mooers, Stanley ert S. Macdonald, Neal W. Merrill,
cember 11, Rochester Symphony OrRoy
Today
When
Spear
sophmore
in
returned
Roy's
kitchen
at
the
cabins
Tyler, Jr., Robert D. Waterman, Fred- Richard M. Meserve, Oscar G. Parachestra; March 17, Igor Gorin ; May
dis, Maurice Russell, Joseph B. Shat- from a fishing trip up the Stillwater fourteen little Chelonia swim in a glass
erick A. Wheeler.
5, Rose Bampton.
had
weeks
ago,
a
couple
he
of
River
tuck, Jr., Richard C. Spiller, John
tank containing almost three-quarters
Non-Resident: (None).
worker
eggs.
A
turtle
twenty-one
Welch, Roland L. Wigley, Harry
of an inch of water. Two rocks have
Alpha Tau Omega
from the sand-pit was fishing near Roy
Woodhead.
been placed on the twelve by eight inch
Resident: George E. Baker, Richard
Non-Resident: Elmo G. Hall, Don- and the two first discussed fishing and
L. Banton, Louis C. Lituri, Charles L.
floor of the aquarium so that the shellhere
at
the
course
major
then
Roy's
ald Pratt.
Mason, Roger W. Potter, John R.
University, Wildlife Conservation. The backs may bask in the sun which
Phi Gamma Delta
Schmidlin, James M. Shepard, John G.
anglers took time out to survey a warms their tank early in the morning. Freshmen Ramona Lopez and Jean
Resident: John W. Brookings, DonChapman.
turtle's nest that the pit-worker had The sides of the tank are six inches Dennison were elected to serve East
Non-Resident: Sidney R. Bamford, ald L. Card, John B. Cervone, Donald come across not long before.
high preventing escape from the win- and \Vest Halls as presidents in last
John Reid Campbell, Arthur L. Clark, S. Clark, Jr., Norman W.Curtis, Marnest, Roy found that many dowsill-container.
week's voting.
the
At
John H. Clement, Robert E. Goode, tin Hagopian, Ralph S. Ingraham, of the forty-five eggs the worker had
Roy
has
classified
Other officers for East Hall are:
the
Testudinata
Albert H. Winchell, Clifford Worth- Bruce W. King, Richard G. Lawson, seen were still in the sandy nest buried
as
Common
Snapping
vice
president, Judy Coles; secretary,
Turtles
(Che1Frederic C. Libby, Roland MacLeod,
ing.
four to six inches below the surface. lydra serpentina) one of the best Betty Friedler ; treasurer, Janet Pet!John A. Malcomson, William S. Mann,
Beta Theta Pi
known turtles in the East. Snappers tee; and social chairman, Ruth HolRichard McLellan Smith, Roger F.
Resident: Wallace H. Barrows
are
unable to protect themselves by land.
' Thurrell, Harry T. Treworgy, Doug
Donald T. Black, Robert L. Browne,
George S. Cooper, William J. Creigh- drawing in their heads and limbs; so,
Williamson, John E. Flynn.
In West Hall Lucille Thomas is
Philip L. Craig, James H. Dana, Merton, Frank W. Crimp, Jr., Arthur J. they must rely upon their powerful
vice president; Isabelle Sands, secreNon-Resident: John W. Ballou,
I
ton K. Goodall, Jr., Robert \V. Good- i
Elian, Ralph E. Flynn, John B. Goff, jaws and agressive snake-like striking
tary; and June Smith, treasurer. Soi Bayard M. Cronkhite, Robert H. Eddy,
win, Irving R. Gray, Richard D. HasMerle F. Goff, Robert Hannigan, Don- ability.
cial co-chairmen are Nancy Wooster
;Leon F. Higgins, Thomas Murray,
kelt, Frederick H. Hermann, Leo R.
ald E. Hobbs, Donald C. Kinney, CarlSo far, Hartz's Turtle Food has and Ann Whitcomb.
; Robinson Speirs.
Elmer
Maguire, Philip J. Murdock, Jr., James
ton G. Lutts, Irving G. Marsden,
been their only food. Fullgrown snapPhi Kappa Sigma
P. Rice, Jr., Robert M. Savage, ArJ. Orcutt, J. W. Parsons, Bernard pers would feed largely upon
fish, frogs
Resident:
George
E.
Ainsworth,
Replies Clancy: Oh no, sir. That
thur E. Scales, Alton L. Sproul, Jr.,
Prescott, John Quinn, Donald H. and ducks.
Walter
T.
Anderson,
David
0.
Anwas my son.
Frank 0. Stephens. Jr., Edwin W.
Spear, William F. Spear, Robert ZellThe remaining seven eggs are in a
derton, Arthur Black, Jr., Wallace E. ner.
Webber.
sand-filled
pail. Water is added to
Non-Resident: Willis E. Anderson, Brown, Leon C. Cushing, Dana W. Non-Resident: Benny J. Bernard,
the pail periodically to keep the sand •
•
Davis,
Kris
L.
Kelley,
Fougner,
John
Ripon Wilson Haskell.
Benjamin D. Harrington, Winfred F. moist, simulating the damp river's
WANTED
1Donald S. NicCobb, Bruce S. Putnam,
Delta Tau Delta
Hibbard, Ronald T. Speers, John S. edge. The eggs are the color and size
Pinsetters
Robert W. Smith, Bertram E. Thorne,
Resident: Parker N. Blaney, Robert ;
Walker.
of pingpong balls.—H
JACK
part time work
for
full
or
I Paul D. Turner, William R. Wiggin.
P. Bouchard, Joseph F. Brackett, Don- ;
Sigma Nu
' Non-Resident: Ralph G. Knowlton.
string
60
a
ald F. Collins, H. Douglas Collins, i
Resident: Kenneth Bailey, Wilfred
Professor to one Clancy brother:
APPLY
Delta
Phi
Mu
Clement W. Connors. Jr., Herbert M. I
Chesebrough, Charles L. Crowley, Jr., Was that your brother I just regisORONO BOWLING ALLEYS
Davis, Jr., James Demetriou, John F. Resident: Robert S. Capers, Jr.,
Robert
R. Duncan, Jr., Winthrop H. tered?
•
Grant, Homer Michalaros, Daryl W. Robert R. Chaplin, Robert B. Dow,
Fairbank, Bruce B. Fulton, Paul T.
Pelletier, J. E. Ralph Paradis, Forest Jr., Donald E. Eames, Penn Eustis,
Hart, Ralph H. Hazelton, Franklin
Ronald
W.
Everett,
James
W.
GoodPeterson, Kenneth Ray. Frederick C.
J. B. Hutchins, Jr., Gordon R.
Howe,
Simpson, Richard NlacGowan Smith, win, Foster Gordon, Clifford A. ManRichard Lemay, Parker F.
Kuhn,
William C. Stickel. Carl J. Peterson. chester, Harold Brian Mooers, RichRaymond J. Mercer, Roger
Leonard,
Pratt,
Robert
R. Rendall, George
Non-Resident: Robert H. Elliott, ard
Nfooers,
Lewis Dana Payson, RichB.
Eric H. Hanson, James A. Morrow, W. Sampson, Owen W. Southard,
Robert E. Sullivan.
Rogers,
C.
ard
James Strickland, Jr., Edward FreeAlbert E. Whitney, Jr.
It's bard to match the companionship
Peter J. Bradshaw,
Non-Resident:
man Woodbrey.
Kappa Sigma
GraRichard
L.
Cameron,
afforded by a
Non-Resident: William Bonville, Robert F.
Resident: Harry E. Angelides, Dana
Charles S. Cushing, Jr., Lee C. Davis, ham. Robert W. Marshall.
W.Childs, Clair L. Cianchette, Charles
SMALL RADIO
Theta Chi
Paul J. Dovve, Richard H. Godfrey,
J. Clark, Henry J. Dombkowski, Allan
Resident: Alec Alenskis, Charles
Everett B. Thurlow.
in your room
E. Johns, Herbert Peterson, Raymond ,
Robert Becker, Henry D. Bither,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
W. Peppard, Ferdinand R. Romano,
Resident: Douglas H. Culpon, Stan- Francis C. Carmichael, Vernon H.
Table Models from $23.90 up
Alfred N. Savignano, Everett L. Spear
ley E. Davis, John F. Eichorn, Law- Carvell. Leighton S. Cheney, Donald
Murray E. Stebbins, Barry Steele,
rence Fennell, Jr., Daniel E. Hatch, E. Chick, William N. Deehan, Arthur
RCA-VICTOR. WESTINGHOUSE, MOTOROLA, BENDIX
Paul Sullivan, Clayton E. VanTassel,
Charles C. Leach, James A. Leach, J. Hubbard, Stanley J. Kus, Morton
John P. Zollo, Jr.
Gilbert C. LeClair, Lawrence W. A. Lamb, Ralph A. Moore, Leroy C.
Non-Resident: Frederic A. Boynton,
Litchfield, Robert E. Prince, Stuart Noyes. Elmer W. Parsons, Duncan E.
David Patrick Buchanan, David T.
Ramsay, William S. Rogers, Philip Pearson, Donald W. Stone, Robert B.
Hall, Daniel N. Howes, Thomas H.
Trimble, George J. Wallingford, Jr.
W. Stackpole, Carroll E. Taylor.
118 Main St.. Bangor
Tel. 4023
MacDonald, George Nfarsanskis. Jr.,
Non-Resident: Albert Gray, Jr.,
Anthony Xardone.
John A. Hall.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Chi
Resident: Daniel K. Andrews, HasResident: Calvin W. Bowen, Allan
BENT -- A — BIKE
tings Bartley. Edwin K. Boggs, Jr.,
S. Chase, George Raymond Chittick.
Robert J. Campana, Theron H. Carter,
Herbert Crommett, John G. Donovan,
JUDY'S
Everett Otis Dyer, Ernest Eaton,
•
perkii evil
Bruce D. Folsom, John H. Folsom,
11-e Specialize in
Huh Itnad to University
SiLES GIRLS
Wanted for Full and
MILLINERY
EDDING GON1
20e per half hour—
Po.itions
Partalso
$3.00 per day
.tpply in Person
Call 8661 for your appointment.
Penobscot Indian Trading Post
Dresses — Wools and crepes — sizes 9-40
Open Weekdays and Sundays
All the new shades in Revlon
in Old Town
All sizes and prices of
nail polish and lipstick.

Lopez And Dennison
Elected By Frosh

'faster Engels,
y Jenness, Sir
emple; Arthur
Guard; Fred
the Temple;
Guard of the
r, Don Cross') as the first,
sters ; and Al
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Roy Spear Incubates, Feeds,
And Tames Baby Snap-Turtles
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ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE
Chez Marie Emma

Skirts

3 operators
Res. 8783

Tel. 8781

my

Insuitanoo Corp.

•

Marais Paul) Salon

BROOKS' RADIO AND JEWELRY SHOP
RADIOS — WATCHES — DIAMONDS — JEWELRY

Corner Main and Mill Sic.

WATCH AND RADIO REPAIRING
Old Town, Maine

Sweaters
Sports Suits
119 Center St.

Slacks
Blouses
Evening Gowns
Old To n

•
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Pan-He! Arranges
For Overall Review
Of Rushing, Life

Governor Horace Hildreth
Speaks At Brunswick Campus
During dedication ceremonies held at Following the ceremonies, the visitthe Brunswick Annex to the University ing officials attended a luncheon and in
Wednesday, Governor Horace Hildreth the evening were guests at a reception
accepted the colors for the new campus for the freshmen given by President
from Admiral M. L. Deyo, Command- and Mrs. Hauck.
ant of the First Naval District.
Classes at the annex started Monday.
At the culmination of an hour-long
inspection of the new annex, visiting
officials from Colby, Bates, Bowdoin,
the Navy Department, the Governor's
Council, the Veterans' Administration,
and Brunswick town officials retired to
the auditorium for the First Convocation Exercises and the Final Cere- In a spectacular display of political
monies.
brilliance Monday night at Dow Field,
Colors Presented to Annex
Robert L. Cunningham of Marbelhead,
The assembly, attended by the stu- Mass., was elected "Governor of Pneudent body of 783 freshman veterans, monia Gulch." Close on his heels was
was presided over by Dr. Arthur Russell E. Dow, Dover-Foxcroft, as
Hauck, President of the University. "Lieut. Governor."
Admiral Deyo presented the colors to Pre-election time was filled with vigGovernor Hildreth, who in turn pre- orous campaigning on the part of the
sented them to Mr. Edward Chase, six fellows running for office. Various
President of the Board of Trustees for demonstrations were staged by the
the University. Mr. Chase then pre- managers of the respective candidates.
sented them to Jasper F. Crouse, DirecWhen the returns from the three
tor of The Brunswick Campus.
districts were turned in and the vicGuests for the assembly included tors announced, His Honor and the
Mr. Philip Wilder, representative for Lieut. Governor were borne on the
the President of Bowdoin College. shoulders of their loyal supporters and
Musical selections for the occasion marched through the thriving little
were the National Anthem, the Navy community of Pneumonia Gulch, led
Hymn, and the Main Stein Song.
by the local musicians. The finale came
Reception for the Freshmen
with the entire population singing the
Stein Song in the town square.
Later in the week, Representatives
from each section of the dormitories
110111 A: NOYES
will be elected to serve on the GovJewelry and Latch Repairing
Council. The object of the
ernor's
Specializing in I'. of M.
council will be to act in the capacity of
Stationery
Social arrangers.
Heading
Hand Etched
Plans for the coming year will be
Old Town
Main St.
announced at a later date.

Cunningham Named
'Governor' Monday
At Dow Field Dorms

•

•

•

VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
-.I*404,414.04,4•44,

1 OPERA .,HOUSE

1

To End Sat., Oct. 26
Vivien Leigh and Claude Rains
in Bernard Shaw's
"CAESAR AND
CLEOPATRA"
Sun.. Mon., Tues., and Wed.
Oct. 27-28-29-30
Bette Davis and Paul Henreid
in
"DECEPTION"
The picture you've all been
waiting for

BIJOU
BANGOR
Wed., Thurs.. and Fri.
Oct. 23-24-25
"WHITE TIE AND TAILS"
starring Dan Duryea,
Ella Raines and William Bendix
Sat., Sun.. Mon., and Tues.
Oct. 26-27-28-29
"NOBODY LIVES
FOREVER"
with
John Garfield and Geraldine
Fitzgerald
''The story of a love that began
with a crime"

A comprehensive review of sorority
life and sorority rushing at the University of Maine will be the feature of
the Nov. 4th program of the Panhellenic general assembly for freshmen
and transfer women. The exact time
and place will be announced later.
Janice Brown, president of Panhellenic Council, announces the following dates for sorority rushing:
Panhellenic Open House, Sunday,
Nov. 10; after-dinner dates, Nov. 11Nov. 15; period of rest, Nov. 17Nov. 23; continuation of after-dinner
dates, Nov. 24, 25, 26; Thanksgiving
recess; after-dinner dates, Dec. 2 and
Dec. 3; big parties, Dec.6-Dec. 10; bid
lists in by 8:00 a.m. on Dec. 12; bow
pinning, Dec. 13.
At a recent meeting of Panhellenic
Council Mary Weymouth was elected
secretary and Polly Parent, treasurer.

Oh! You Stinker!
Thot that some of the students
would like to know the story about
the skunk at the Strand Thursday.
It seems that a student stepped on a
skunk and went in the theatre where
of course everyone knew by the odor
that a "stinker" was present.
Evidently he didn't know that he
had stepped on one, as there was only
a spot on the end of his shoe. But
as soon as he entered and as he was
alone and everyone noticed it (the
smell) he at once realized it must be
he that was the smeller. He told me
he must have stepped on a skunk,
and wanted to know if he could have
his money back and of course I was
glad to accommodate him.
He was over to Pats before, and they
got the same odor. He said on leaving
that he didn't think he was such a
stinker and left shaking his coat.
Needless to say, we didn't get rid of
the odor in the lobby for that evening.
—H. J. KELLY
(Manager, Strand Theater)

4.

TRPIth
ORONO
Wed. and Thurs., Oct. 23-21
Double Feature
"SONGS OF ARIZONA"
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans,
"Gabby" Hayes
"PERSONALITY KID"
Anita Louise, Michael Duane,
Ted Donaldson
6:30-7:48

•
FASHION SPARKLES

1

•

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1 :30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 354 to 5 o'clock

Naval Reserve Asks
For More Recruits,
Has Officer Here

•
IT'S TIIE

'Brass Rail

•
•

202 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.

•
•
Make us your
Headquarters for
THE LATEST RECORDS
Popular and Classical
RADIO REPAIRS
JEWELRY
RADIOS
GIFTS

Sun. and Mon., Oct. 27-28
"CLOAK AND DAGGER"
Gary Cooper, Lilli Palmer,
Robert Aida
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:26

Wed. and Thurs., Oct. 30-31
Double Feature
"DANNY BOY"
Robert "Buzzy" Henry,
Eva March
Plus
"CUBAN PETE"
Desi A rnaz, Joan Fulton,
Beverly Simmons
6:30-7:51

were wholly unjustified. The phrase
"those that completed the programs
were either goof-offs of the first degree
or else complete rats," bothers some
people quite a bit. VVe would be
interested to know what action the
author saw to make these statements
and from what source he gets his
facts. There are many men who, today, are not with us on this campus
who would also heartily resent that
thoughtless statement. There are pro's
and con's to every argument, of course,
but to make an arbitrary statement
such as that sounds a highly discordant
key in our harmony. We thank God
that the article appeared only in our
paper and, if fortune is with us, will
not come before the general public.
Freedom of press is broad in scope but
it hardly expands to such a degree.
If we are bound to write an opinion
directed at some phase of our life
here, let's not trample over everybody's
toes in doing it. To prove one point
of this nature, it is hardly fitting to
term everyone on campus as medieval,
the freshmen as objects of ridicule, a
great number as goof-offs and rats,
and the University itself destined for
a submersion into the earth before another century has passed us by.
In view of the unfavorable comment
on this article throughout the campus
and by the many people directly affected by the unjust criticism of Service programs we feel that an apology
would be imperative in the next
campus.—TOM STOTLER & BILL BROWN

When an editorial entitled Why
Rules at All appears in the college
paper setting forth the prediction that
the University of Maine will "sink
quietly into the depths of the earth"
before 2041, that we are engaged in
"medieval" traditions, that freshmen
are made the "object of ridicule," that
the wartime Air Corps and OCS programs were "failures," and that the
graduates of those respective programs were either "goof-offs or complete rats," we have but two alternatives. We can turn to other features
and ignore the whole thing or we
can look at the thing a little closer
and try to correct it.
To put it mildly, we were surprised
at the attitude taken by the article.
We say mildly surprised because it
doesn't take a genius to observe that
there is usually a current of unrest
and dissatisfaction evident in some
parts of a college student body. Outbursts such as this come and go and
it is not unusual to have a bit more
unrest on a campus in the period
immediately following a war. The
SNAFU lack of supplies, and the lack
of many housing facilities only adds
fuel to this unfortunate spirit of dissatisfaction. In all fairness to the
article, it appears to be somewhat more
of a childish approach to the problem
than we have seen in many a year.
There appears to have been little
thought given in consideration of
others, practicability of suggestions,
and, above all, the idea behind "Rules"
itself seems to have been missed.
There is too much of this attitude
evident today, both here on the campus
and in the world in general. Too
many people are going of "halfcocked" with a lot of unjust criticism.
Worse than that, however, is the
citizen who would introduce an impractical solution, and being criticized
for an obviously poor scheme, proclaims himself a martyr in an unjust
world. Think it over, folks, the next
time you hear someone blowing off a
lot of steam.
Ther were a few unfavorable comments about the Air Corps Cadet
program and the OCS system which

Fri. and Sat., Oct. 23-26
"IF I'M LUCKY"
Vivian Blane, Carmen Miranda
Also Four Shorts
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:22

Tuesday, Oct. 29
"IT'S GREAT TO BE
YOUNG"
Leslie Brooks, Robert Stanton,
Jimmie Lloyd
Also Four Shorts
6:30-8:25
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Bangor, Me.

Penobscot Indian Trading Post

•

Old To% n

JOIN UP

FIRST MEETING

MAINE AGGIE CLUB
All Aggie Students Urged to Come
7:30 Wednesday, Oct. 30-33 Winslow
CIDER

•
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Anyone interested in joining the
Organized Naval Reserve, either
Ready or Standby, should contact
Lieut. John Sealy, Jr., recently appointed Officer in Charge of the
Bangor Naval Volunteer Recruiting
Station, in the Alumni Office, Fernald
Hall, or the Naval Recruiting Officer,
Federal Building, Bangor, Maine.
The Naval Reserve battalion is
now being organized in Bangor with
meetings every week at 7:30 p.m. in the
Bangor High Auditorium. Men accepted in this new unit will receive a
full day's pay of their pay grade for
each of the weekly meetings attended.
A two weeks training cruise sometime
during the year is offered for these
men.
Lieut. Sealy, USNR, was designated
as Officer in Charge by Admiral M. L.
Deyo, Commandant of the First Naval
District. This duty is on a volunteer
basis.
Have you read the Pine Needle?

Radio Sales & Service
You'll be sure to shine in our
formal fashions at that first
formal of the year. Fabrics
of rich rayon crepes, colorful
taffetas, netted skirts with velvet tops, all in exciting fallish
shades, with off-the-shoulder
effects, the new cold-shoulder
style, sweetheart necklines,
all made just for you.
Juniors 9-15
Misses 12-20

Jay

Tom And Bill Stand Up
For Frosh Rules, Officers
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Irvine's /-\ earn
Will Meet Sezak's
'B' Squad Friday

BEAR FACTS . .

I Defeated By Higgins Eleven
In Closing Seconds Of Game

By Fred McDonald

BY MURPH LINEHAN
Early in the first quarter, the visiSaturday marks the opening of the first post-war state series with the big
With a dramatic, last-play touch- tors recovered a Maine fumble on the
game of the day being played right here in our own backyard. Bates, the down pass, Higgins Classical Institute Bears' 30 yard strip, and in three
virtually unanimous pre-season favorites, will give Maine's fans the answer to handed the University of Maine Junior plays were on the Oronians 7, but here,
one big question—How much have the Bears improved since the New Hamp- Varsity their initial setback of the the Maine line tightened like a drumshire game, two weeks ago. That the Pale Blue has come a long way since season, 13-6, last Saturday afternoon head. Four thrusts netted nothing
for Higgins, as Maine took possession
then is certain. Their unexpected stand against favored Connecticut last at Alumni Field.
in the shadow of their own goal. Malweek proves that. Maine has the opportunity to stage one of the biggest upset,
loy on the first play, stepped-off a
of the season. What Joe fan in the stands should look for during the game is
neat 8-yard gain around end, and folthe expected Bobcat aerial attack. Last week Bates was held to a net gain;
lowed it up with a line-buck through
of 70 yards on the ground but took to the air to tally their three touchdowns.
center to pick up the first first-down
Big Art Blanchard, Arnie Card, Jack Joyce, and Joe Laroehelle are,
for the jayvees. On an end-around,
the big guns in the Bates offense. If the Bears %Ito have been notorious-;
Gary Spiers ripped-off 5 more to put
ly weak on pass defense this season can throttle Blanchard and Card
the ball on the Maine 30 from where
who have been doing the pitching things could happen. With both
teams using the forward pass as one of their principal offensive weapons With Morton of the Frosh coming Coulombe, running from the fullback
it should be a wide open interesting game from a spectator viewpoint.
in first clocked at 14:45 over the Maine spot, sliced through tackle—good for
There will be plenty of football on the campus this week end. Friday P.M. course, the Frosh outpointed the Ells- 15 yards to give Bill Irvine's charges
Bill Irvine's JV "A" squad will tangle with the JV "B" team in a regularly worth harriers 25-32 Friday, Oct. 18, another first down on the 45 yard line.
At this point, however, the Higgins
scheduled game. Coach Sam Sezak has been working hard with the "B" on a muddy, rain soaked University
squad, who for the most part are frosh. If spirit is a ruling factor the "B's" course. Morton from Presque Isle took forward wall came to life, and stopped
should win in a romp. Sezak's charges can be heard all over the practice field the lead from the start and despite the Maine drive cold, forcing Malloy
during the afternoons as they talk it up. The "A" team will enter the tilt as challenges by Johnson of Ellsworth, to lift a punt to the Higgins 28. Two
favorite, however, because of experience. It should be well worth your while he never relinquished the lead. Com- plays later, a fast aerial, DeFrederico
to Annis, went for 61 yards and an
The singles tennis championship of to journey over to the field Friday to take a look at that game.
ing to the home stretch Brann, CurOn
Saturday
morning
Coach
Raymond
will bring his Brunswick squad rie, and Dill fought for 3rd, 4th, and apparent touchdown, but an alert
the University will be decided by the
to
University
the
campus
to
battle
with
The
Maine Maritime Academy 5th spots, and ended up respectively official had detected clipping by the
fall tournament that got underway last
visitors around the 30 yard marker,
week. A silver cup will be awarded from Castine. The middies jumped into the football news by virtue of with Brann turning in a time of 14:52.
and
the ball was put in play there, as
their
last
minute
win
over strong Maine Central Institute.
to the winner and a medal to the runCoach Jenkins expressed the state- the quarter
ended.
Orchids
to
Coach
Chester
Jenkins
and
the
U.
of Maine Harrier squad for ment, that at least one
ner-up.
minute was
their decisive win over Bates last week. It isn't very often that one entire
To open up the second canto, DeThe tournament drawing is posted
added to the runnig time by the gruelteam's entries finish ahead of the first opponent's man as was the case in the
Frederico in two carries went to the
at the Bookstore, and players are urged
ling rain, which had already forced
Bears' 8, then with the aid of a 5-yard
Maine-Bates run. A suggestion for future cross country meets to increase
to go ahead with each round promptly
postponement of the JV meet.
penalty for off-side against Maine, he
the spectator interest might be to have the finish of the scheduled runs come
to avoid forfeiting.
drove into the end zone for the first
at the half of the football game with the finish line being on the field in full
Matches completed up to date are:
score and a 6-point advantage for
view of both grandstands. This used to be the standard procedure.
Stebbin defeated Preti: 6-3, 6-2;
Higgins as the point-after placement
A little piece of information that might prove of benefit to those of
Leach defeated Davis: 6-3, 6-2; South- you who are in the dark as
went wide.
to how the scoring is done in cross country
ard defeated Avery: 5-7, 6-3, 6-4; meets—first of all the team that
makes the lowest score wins. Points are
Late in the third frame, the locals
Cleveland defeated Campana: 6-0, 6-2; scored according to the order
of finish. First place nets one point, The Maine Bates rivalry is an old staged another rally, taking the ball
Preble defeated Neil: 6-2, 3-6, 6-0. second is two points, etc.
one, dating back to 1892 when in the over on
the mid-field stripe, Coulombe
In addition to the tournament on
No matter how many runners the teams have running, only the scores of first game played between these two broke off tackle for 10 yards, and a
campus, one is going to be held at the the first five of each respective team count in the scoring. Usually each team teams the Bobcats racked up an 18-0 lateral to Shalek who
went around
Annex at Brunswick. The winner will run 7 men but this Saturday by special agreement, New Hampshire and win over The University. Bates then the Higgins left flank
netted
15 yards.
and runer-up will play the winner and Maine will each use ten men. Although the second five men that each team won three more consecutive games Malloy and Shelek combined
to move
runner-up of the University campus.
will use cannot add to their team's scores they can force the opponents to place before the Pale Blue crashed into the the pigskin to the 25, but an offside
win column in 1896 with a 24-0 penalty
Coach Small hopes that the results back farther in the field thus taking a higher score.
levied against the jayvees
victory.
momentarily dimmed all touchdown
of the two tournaments will furnish a
The two elevens continued their hopes.
means c.f selecting the regular Maine
battles
down through the years without
'VI
Varsity squad of next spring. He will
At this point, Murphy who was in
interruption until the last war caused
keep in touch with all men that wish
at quarterback flipped a sure pass
the first break in the series in 1942.
to try out through the winter, and on
out to his right, where Gibbons took
In that last game played between the
April 1, 1947, will issue a call for
it and raced to the 2 yard marker.
two schools The Bears won out 9-7
these men.
Then, after a short line plunge, which
thanks to Al Hutchinson's field goal
left Gary Spiers lying down, unnoticed
Next spring the squad will face the
with 32 seconds to play and Maine
on the sideline, Murphy tossed him a
By BILL BRENNAN
task of the New England ChampionWunicit's hockey games for the fall trailing 7-6.
pass as he ambled into the end zone.
ships; immediately after the New Engseason
got underway officially this
A completely rejuvenated Maine
The biggest margin of victory in
When the try for point after failed,
lands, the state championship will be- football team returned to the campus week. Special practices will be held this age old feud came in
the 1927
gin on May 1, 1947.
Sunday after losing their fourth in the gymnasium when rain prevents tilt when the University rolled to a it appeared that the two teams had
battled to a tie, but to culminate a 55
straight game 20-21 against a power- meeting outside.
67-0 win. Bates' biggest day was way
yard
march. DeFrederico, who had
ful Universitiy of Connecticut, one of The following schedule has been an- back in '93 when the Bobcats outscored
been chucking passes to Annis all
Polly True Is Chairman
the strongest small-college teams in nounced by the women's physical edu- Maine 52-6.
cation department:
In the complete series Maine has afternoon, hurled another to the same
Homecoming New England.
Mr. Annis over the Maine goal. As
won 28, Bates 23 while six games have
Taking the lead early in the game, Oct. 23 Senior & Sophomore
an anticlimax. Delois dropkicked the
With Polly True elected chairman, the Bears, decisive underdogs
resulted in deadlocks. Since 1930, the
at least Oct. 24 Junior & Senior
extra point to wind up the game.
the W.A.A. "M" club planned for the on paper, threw
a scare into the Oct. 25 Freshman & Sophomore Bears hold a 7-6 record in games won
alumni homecoming game and a supper Uconns
from Bates. Their meeting Saturday Score: Higgins 13 Maine 6.
as first Rabbit Dombkowski Oct. 26 Senior & Freshman
to follow at the first meeting last week. and then Martin
will be numbered 58 in this long
Hagopian romped Oct. 29 Junior & Sophomore
Barby Vaughn was elected general across the goal—the Rabbit from the Oct. 30 Senior & Sophomore
established rivalry.
showed strength all year. Last week
chairman of the homecoming com- 14 in the first period and the Galloper Oct. 31 Junior & Senior
the backfield roared into high gear
mittee. It was announced that a in the second frame from the 10.
Nov. 1 Junior & Freshman
and pushed over three touchdowns
Hockey Clinic would be held every
Nov. 2 Sophomore & Freshman
The Huskies came back before the
against a team that held Harvard to a
Saturday morning at 8:00 at the field end of the first half
(Continued from Page One)
Mats off Game
as Walt Dropo
single tally. The Bears' blocking was
house to be sponsored by the Club. broke through the
son, a triple-threat back, on injuries better and their
Nov. 4 Junior & Freshman
Maine line blocking
backs seemed to rereceived in pre-season practice. Both cover from
a kick and carrying it five yards to
Nov. 5 Junior & Senior
their attack of fumbleitis,
were veterans of the 1942 squad. Bur- making only
Maine's 20. Trojanowski passed to
Nov. 7 Senior & Freshman
one miscue.
Hagel in the end zone for the Uconn's All games will begin at 3:45 except rill made his first start of the year
With the exception of Hal Parady.
(Continued from Page Oat)
first score. At the half Maine led 13-7. on Saturdays when they are scheduled against Connecticut and turned in one the Bears should be in top
physical
Hampshire vs. Northeastern meet was
of his usual good games, snaring a long shape.
Taking advantage of the strong wind at 10:00.
"Flash" Gordon, who was out
very close to that of the Maine vs.
heave from Emile King to score one last week,
at their backs, the Huskies scored
is expected to be back at
Bates meet; the former being 25 minof the Bears' touchdowns. He will be his center
twice in the third period as Bill Mohl
Love
is
one game which is never
slot and it is hoped that Bill
utes and 59 seconds, and the latter
ready for action again this Saturday. Ottman.
plunged over from the 7 and Tro- called off on account of darkness.
also a center, will recover
being 25 minutes and 39 seconds.
It's almost certain that Parady's in- from a
janowski completed another touchwrenched knee enough to cee
Coach Jenkins announced the men down pass from the 31 to Dropo.
jury will keep him out for the rest of action.
who would run Saturday as follows: Both points after were completed, kick for the point was good, bringing the year.
Allen Sees Good Game
Lloyd Blethen, Thornton Johnston, making the score 21-13 with the the Bears within one point of tying
Maine Improving
Coach F.ck Allen recently stated.
Elmer Folsom, Frank Danforth, Ron- Uconns on top.
Maine has improved with every game "... the
the game. But there was less than a
Maine eleven is the strongest
ald Everett, Robert Hanson, Sam SilsLate in the fourth period Maine minute to play when Maine kicked off and came up with its best perform- right now that
it has been all season...
by, Douglas Morton, and two of the recovered a Connecticut fumble 24 following their touchdown. Connecticut ance of the season last week against
It will give a good account of itself in
following four men: John Currie, Wal- yards from the Huskies' goal and held onto the ball for the three plays Connecticut. The line, paced by such
the series. I look for one of the best
lace Dill, Wallace Brown, Bob Cam- Emile King passed to rangy Dick that consumed the remaining time in bulwarks as George Marsanskis, Bob
series of games in the history of the
pana.
Burrill in the end zone. Dombkowski's the game.
Benson, and Freshman Jack Zollo, has league."
The University of Maine "A" squad
coached by Bill Irvine will meet Sam
Sezak's "B" squad on Alumni Field
Friday at 3:00 p.m. The game is expected to settle a fierce but friendly
rivalry that has been growing all season.
Little is known about Sezak's
charges except that for the most part
they are all frosh. The "A" squad
has played three games to date, downning Ricker 18-6, tying Coburn 0-0,
and dropping a 13-6 thriller to Higgins.
Interest is running high around the
campus on this game Friday. A large
turnout is expected to witness this
intra-University battle.

Morton Leads Pack
As Frosh H arriers
Defeat Ellsworth

Tennis Tournament
Matches Underway

Maine Holds Edge
In Bates Series

Black Bears Drop
Hockey
Hard Fought Battle Schedule Released
At Storrs Saturday By WAA Instructor

Of WAA
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Peephole To Politics

BY BONNIE AN1%%:, AND JO LOOK , pledges. l rs. Hamilton, 1u:1:m.11:other,
James Byrnes, the Secretary of staggered along falteringly, bottleThe Off-Campus Women's organi- was chaperone for the evening.
This column is for the use of the State, holds a position
in foreign necked by various and conflicting
Iraternities in publicizing their activization began its 1946-47 season last
Engagements
affairs
analagous
to
that
of Harry forces. As a result shortages in many
ties. Each fraternity should take upon
Saturday with an outdoor treasure Alpha Tau Omega tops this
week's itself the responsibility of seeing that Truman in our domestic life. One is essential goods have created a definite
hunt and a dance. The group of more list of engagements with that
of "Red" its copy is in the Campus office before hailed as a statesman, the other as a danger of inflation. And while emthan 60 hiked to the M.O.C. Cabin Le Clair to Betty Calahan af Washing- noon on Monday. We will not publish mistake.
ployment has remained at a high level,
long articles, unless they are of sufwhere hot dogs were roasted over the ton, D. C.; and "Red"
Scales to ficent news value, and we do reserve
The two men entered the top bracket it has done so on an extremely unindoor fireplace, and then, after a Virginia Dexter of Albany,
New York. the right to edit all material.
at approximately the same time. Each sound economic basis.
community sing, divided up into two Vivien Lebel is wearing the pin
of
was faced with a tremendous task, Our international position is at an
parties and embarked upon the treas- Carl Wing, another ATO man.
Sigma Nu
It
Truman to guide and direct the re- equivalently sorry stage. True the
ure hunt, which eventually led to the occurs to us that Alpha
Tau Omega
Delta Nu chapter of Sigma Nu was conversion of a vast, war geared U. S. still holds a commanding stature
MCA Building. There the day ended is doing rather well these
days!
re-activated here October 7, with over economy, Byrnes to represent a great at the conference table, but to what
with games and dancing.
thirty pre-war members and pledges nation at conferences charged with the degree have our world aspirations been
A Comment
Chaprons for the event were Mr. It might be well
duties of rearranging and stabilizing advanced? One cannot be blamed
for all of us to back on campus.
and Mrs. Charles E. Crossland and consider once in a while
that a real
Chapter officers as elected this fall a convalescent world. The success of for adjudging that relations between
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Dirks.
lady is judged by the way in which are: Edward Atkinson, president; neither has been notable.
nations have taken a decided turn for
Pajama Party
she conducts herself in public, and that George Obear, vice president; Robert
In the domestic field production has the worse. As a matter of fact, Byrnes
The freshman girls from the Elms the University as a whole is, in turn, Grotefend, secretary; George Griffing,
and Stalin seem to be the only ones
were entertained recently by the upper- judged by the actions of its individual treasurer; and Robert Nordstrom
left who don't think that another war
as
class girls at an annual "pajama members. Let's not let it ever be said social chairman.
is inevitable. And they're not too
party." The Hallofe'en theme was by a visitor to the Maine campus that
certain.
The chapter house has been re-deccarried out with the usual ghosts, poor sportsmanship, and unladylike
Now disregarding for the moment
orated during the summer, and new
witches, and one live, black cat.
or boisterous conduct have any part in
any question as to whether or not
furniture
was
bought.
The entertainment was in the form our college life.
A membership drive for the Aggie Byrnes and Truman are wholly or in
of stunts, skits, and group singing.
The Bears
Lambda Chi
Club
will commence with the first part responsible for the situations in
Appropriate refreshments were served
The Maine Bears under the direction
The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity meeting to be held at Winslow Hall at their respective spheres, or as to
before the open fireplace.
of Jim Sprague are now playing every reopened this fall on the return of 27 7:30 p.m., Wednesday, October 30. All whether any other men, Democrats,
Guests were Howard Keyo, Publici- Saturday night at the Chateau on the
Lambdas to the U.of M.campus. Five upperclass and freshman Aggie stu- Republicans, or otherwise, could have
ty Director at the University, and Ted Mall in Bangor.
of these are now living in the Pre-Fabs dents are strongly urged to attend. done a better job. I am coerced to
Newhall, photographer, who took variwith their wives.
During the meeting Prof. W. Libby make with a question. Why is it that.
ous shots of the group, which are to
The
present
officers
are
HasJames
will
announce the winner of the Aggie considering the equal mediocrity of
appear soon in the Portland Sunday
kell
president;
'47,
Stanley
Thomas
'47,
Scholarship
and Dean Arthur Deering their success, Byrnes is lauded as a
Telegram in a feature entitled "Co-Eds
(Continued from Page Two)
vice president; Norman Low '48, will discuss the purpose, and history great diplomat, while Truman is conand Hallowe'en."
treasurer;
and Eldon Luther '47, sec- of the club. It is hoped that most of demned as a hopelessly inadequate
dominantly a faculty group, it welOutings
politician?
retary.
the Aggie Faculty will attend.
comes
to membership any students who
Doc Joe Trefethen's advanced generIs it because Byrnes, despite his
This is the beginning of the memberal geology and struuctural geology are photo-enthusiasts.
denial, is considered to have adopted
Alpha
Omega
Tau
ship
drive
and
a
rotating
will
cup
be
Those interested in joining the club
classes journeyed to Greenville and
The opening of the fall semester presented to the class in the College a popular policy, the so called "get
vicinity on a field trip last weekend. are urged to be present at this first
saw the reactivation of the Beta of Agriculture having the largest tough with Russia" approach? Is it beNinteen students made the trip, and meeting.
cause Truman, whether or not wisely,
Upsilon chapter of Alpha Tau Omega membership.
the group visited Ripogenus Dam,
has espoused such unhappy measures
with 38 former members and pledges
Squaw Mountain, the Monson slate
At the conclusion of the business
as price control and continued freedom
returning to live in the chapter house.
mine, returning Sunday afternoon.
meeting refreshments of cider and
of activity for labor unions?
Mrs. Ruth Whitney, the new house- doughnuts will be served.
A meeting for those interested in
The MOC made their first trip
Or is it because the nature of the
mother,
replaces
Mrs.
Sturtevant
who
last Sunday, travelling to Bar Harbor joining the Radio Club will be held
In accordance with their previous
Secretary
presently
is
of State's duties, plus the
serving
as
house
director
Monday,
October
28,
at 12:45 (6th
where they climbed Flying Squadron
plan, the Aggie Club will donate $100
bipartisan color of his support, has
at South Estabrooke.
and Mount Cadillac. Thirty-seven period) in 26 Lord Hall.
to the Student Union from the proremoved him from the political
On Monday evening, October 7th, ceeds of their dance.
This recently reorganized club is
MOC'ers made the trip, along with
arena—as
a target for the opposition
A.T.O.
held
its
first
meeting
house
for
those
interested in the construcMiss Rogers.
that is. Is it that the passing of the
since
war
the
at
which
Ralph
time
tion
and
operation
of
radios.
An
The group ate lunch at the summit
New Deal threat to Democracy has
of Cadillac, and came home late in the amateur radio license is not a pre- Bean was elected president. Other
left
the opposition with only one asset,
officers
elected
were:
Ed
vice
Hall,
requisite.
afternoon.
the oft emphasized inefficiency of the
president; Bill Flora, secretary; and
House Parties
president? Would you suppose that
Charlie Chapman, treasurer.
Sigma Nu wound up last weekend
The second meeting of the Newman a president of the United States
with a big houseparty for its pledges
Miss Marian L. Stanley '48 has been Club took place Tuesday evening at might possibly be being evaluated by
The German club held its annual
and date. Chaperons were Mr. and
awarded
a grant from the Stanley D. the MCA building, after scheduled the press of his own nation, not on
Mrs. Hill, and Mr. and Mrs. George picnic last Sunday at the U of M Gray Scholarship Fund, Dr. Arthur plans for a social program to be pre- merit or accomplishment,
but rather on
marine station at Lamoine. This was
C. Treat.
sented at the Little Theatre went his vulnerability as a link in his
A.
Hauck.
President
University,
of
the
the first outing at Lamoine since 1942.
astray.
Kappa Sigma held an Open House
party's armor?
announced
The next meeting of the club will
on Saturday night in honor of its new
Under the direction of President Joe
Could be!
—RIP HASKEI.L
be held sometime in early November,
Wedge, the meeting served as an
at which time plans for the Christmas
opportunity for the new members to
play will be made.
meet Father LeTourneau who anThe Home Economics Club will nounced that a series of lectures will
(Continued from Page One)
sponsor a tea next Sunday afternoon, be inaugurated Nov. 12th when the
•
October 27, in the president's room of Rev. Edman Fitzgerald, S. J., rector tion is the establishment of a model
FOR BABY SITTERS
Photographer
North Estabrook Hall, with all fresh- of St. Ignatius Residence in Portland, signal center. This will be operated
Call Herb Bailey, Arthur Reymen majoring in Home Economics as speaks here. Father Fitzgerald is one by the men taking training in the
nolds.
or
Tom
Young
at
S.A.E.
Bring in ,our roll film for
of the foremost educators in the eas- Signal Corps and will contain the
special guests.
House. Available every afterqualit, enlarging, printing,
part of the United States.
tern
very best equipment, such as radios,
noon or evening except MonAll such girls are cordially invited
The subject of Father Fitzgerald's teletypewriter, and the like.
and developing.
to attend. The club's membership
da,.
lecture has not yet been announced.
The Maine ROTC trains men for
• drive will begin Monday, October 28.
48 hour serv ice.
commissions in the Infantry, the Coast
Artillery Corps and the Signal Corps.
Bank Building
Orono 8171
•
Assisting
Col. Francis R. Fuller, Inf.,
HERE SATURDAY
DON'T MISS IT
An urgent need for second-hand PMS&T, in this
task are: Lt. Col.
textbooks exists in Hy 5, an intro- Chester E.
Glassen, CAC, Asst.
ductory European history course. Any PMS&T; Maj.
Richard NV. Healy,
students
possessing copies of A Survey Inf., Asst. PMS&T;
Take It If You Can Get It Program
Maj. Francis J.
of European Civilization who are Brophy, Signal
Corps, Asst. PMS&T;
Radio Guild Dance This Saturday 8-11:30
• willing to rent or sell them should get and Capt. Leland R. Dunham, Inf.,
in touch with Miss Corrine Comstock, Asst.
PMS&T. Responsible for many
140 Stevens.
of the details are the enlisted men asMain St.
•
signed to the Maine ROTC. They are
Orono, Me.
Master Sgt. Joseph J. Rinkaus, Sgt.
• Major;
Master Sgt. Kenneth L. RusComplete
HOT DOGS -- -- HAMBURGERS
JEWELRY ENGRAVING
sell, Supply Sgt.; Master Sgt. Erwin
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Sandwiches of All Kinds
E. Detweiler, Asst. Instructor Signal
Personalized
and
Terminal Taxi
Dial 380
Corps and Tech. Sgt. William Klein,
FULL COURSE
•
•
SOCIAL STATIONERY
Adm.
NCO.
DINNER

Aggie Club Starts
Membership Drive
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Radio Club

Newman Club Plans
Series Of Speakers

German Club

Home Ec Club

ROTC

Ted Newhall

Used Textbooks Needed

Mayor John Goff's

Home Plate
Restaurant
Ii

Old TO1111 Bus Terminal

BOOK MATCHES

Come in and
Try Our Fine Service

People say

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Excellent Sandwiches
and Meals

"You can find it at
I

PARKS
'AIRD
II
WMIE & VARIETY

PARTY GIFTS

Hillson's Tailor Shop

Sterling Engravers

CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies'
Gowns and Dresses
till St.
OT ono

154 Main St., Bangor, Me.

31-37 Mill Street, Orono."
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Make Maine Musical!

o

Here at the University, surprisingly large numbers of students have applied for practice-time in
the music studios of North Stevens Hall. There
are not enough studios to go around, and some students have been given only one half-hour period
three times each week in which to practice.
We hope that more studios will be made available in the Fine Arts Building (old Library) this
spring.
It is an unhappy condition that prevails—this
stemming of musical ability. Yet, it is encouraging to know that so great an interest in music
exists on this campus.

Try For Cheerleaders/up

, A

ragi.

EGGSCUSE ME,
MADAM—
MAY I COME
IN?
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•
,
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HONORARY DEG RE E WAN
,
77
AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF MARYLAND WAS
VnlAWARDED IN 1818
TO MARQUIS
of KENTUCKY POULTRY EXDE LA FAY ETT
PERTS TELL FLOCK OWNERS THAT CIGDD
MANNERS SHOULD IMPROVE PRODUCTION
TO THE TUNE OF A DOZEN EGGS PER HEN
PER YEAR
THEY SUGGEST AVOIDING
DOOR-SLAMMING—AND EVEN SUGGEST
A GENTLE KNOCK, WHISTLE, OR A
'GOOD MOPNINCTO LET THE HENS
KNOW YOU'RE NEAR/

a,

MIND iw
qNIVERSITY

MANNERS

Men! Do you want to meet that cute little blonde,
brunette, or redhead that sat across the counter
from you at the Bookstore yesterday? Or do you
really want to dance with gals you know—lots of
'em—at the stag dances?
If you do, you'll have to somehow get someone
to form a Date Bureau for you. Many fellows
have complained that they know no girls on, or
off, campus since they have started, or returned
to, college. The solution of this problem should
be of concern to some organizationThe gals want to meet you, but there seems no
way except by accepting those exciting offers made
by men who phone for blind dates. These more
aggressive males make out all right, but what of
their less daring buddies who would like to go out?
They probably would like a more conventional
manner of getting to know the fairer sex. The
only way the Bureau will be put into operation is
by your insistence.
Maybe a letter to the Campus would help to
indicate what you all think of the matter. Anyway, what's this co-ed campus coming to if we
don't have a chance to meet each other?
—JEAN CUNNINGHAM

,
ILDINGS AT BLAIR ACADEMY,
15
), ARE CONSTRUCTED WITH
ROCK FROM A LIMESTONE
OUARRY HANDILY LOCATED
ON 'THE CAMPUS,/

Martial NoleUN- 1889, THE
• UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA HAD

The cheer leader plan being used at the University this year is a very fair one. At present, anyone who is intere. ed in trying out for the squad
A COED ROTC CORPS:,
is encouraged to do so.
There has always been a certain small amount
of complaining about selection of cheerleaders.
Some of this was biliousness, some was sour
grapes, and some was justifiable. This year, comBY Vu. WARREN
plainers will be encouraged along with everyone
Holding her own is Sally's cute milkWhat's the fashion score did some shake pink and black check dress which
else to get out on that line of candidates, and supone say? The feminine look is ahead boasts of an open and shut collar.
port the Bears.

FASHION TOUCHDOWNS

Representative Senate?

Date Bureau Needed

Hard to cross a smarter check than
for this fall!
Making some clever plays is the low- that worn by Nancy. Her brown and
necked dress which can be worn white dress was of a windowpane
jumper style or alternating as a tea- check. She scored the extra point
going dress. Just such a creation can wearing green alligator shoes to match
be checked on Jay of Colvin whose the buttons.
midnight blue jumper-dress is exactly
Outstanding classics are now acceptwhat we mean.
ed as traditions on any campus green.
The T-formation is being detected in Calling signals from the lines is Betty
suits. Shoulders are padded, narrow- Dole's neutral colored gabardine dress
ing down to a tiny waistline. Char- which is as smooth as a 50-yard pass.
lotte of The Elms was a line plunger
Strategic accessories are a must in
in her black and white suit, the skirt the 1946 fall era. Choose any basic
slim as a pencil. Miss Jones repeated dress and work out new and surprising
the successful play in a suit of blue plays with belts, lapel pins, or chategreen wool.
laines, the later worth its weight in
Running stiff competition in any field gold or silver.
are plaids! They're dreamed up in a
Confident of a touchdown are those
moment of madness—or so it seems. black fan-cy dresses. They're still in
N.J.'s plaid skirt turned in a sensa- the lead with co-eds, especially the coltional performance when it was lege gals who have a winter full of
strapped tight with a crimson red belt. dates in mind.

We do need to broaden our student Constitution.
Plans are already being made to democratize the
General Senate, allowing for the election of several
campus-wide representatives.
The idea is to broaden the General Senate,
strengthening this body and subordinating the
Men's Senate and the Women's Student Government. These last-mentioned bodies would concern
themselves with purely "local" affairs.
The planners have so far done a good job. Their
ideas should, for the most part, be adopted by the
student representatives.
However, one glaring fault of the old set-up still
exists. It has not been mentioned. It has been
simply overlooked.
Today there is a feminine gerrymander in the
General Senate. The group is divided half and
Correspondence
half between men and women. It is not representative in terms of numbers. A very small women's
body on campus receives the same amount of votepower that the entire men's student body receives.
If the General Senate is to be the main studentare simple and nothing more than
governing body, this feminine gerrymander should Dear Editor:
Freshman
...
The
rules,
they
should
as
apbe expected from thoughtful,
be abolished.
ply to the new visitors on our campus, courteous and patriotic students. By
At present, the men are vetoed by a dependably are by far less severe than heretofore the formation
of new habits it is hoped
solid block of women whenever unaccepted sub- and very easy to abide by, as any that the new students on campus will
jects are brought onto the floor. This weakness Freshman knows. For the most part, become a unit, welded together by simiof our student government must be changed. Freshman rules have several valuable lar problems and experiences, into a
Otherwise, the new organization being planned objectives. First, by the use of identi- good resourceful citizen of which the
now will be a farce. It will take the trouble to fying bits of clothing each Freshman University of Maine may well be
learns to recognize his classmates in proud. I am sure that this spirit is
centralize student power—then, it will nullify this the maze of strange faces that con- what we all would like to
see in larger
power by jacking up the women's vote.
fronts him when first he steps on cam- quantities, especially on the Maine cam-

Right Off The Cob
Vets! Help your wife.
When she mops the floor, mop up the floor with
her!
Girls! The best way to get a wart off your hands
is to either shoot him or marry him.
And then there is the one about the Scotchma
n
who was so tight that he stood on a street
corner
and passed out five-dollar bills.
Rub-a-dub-dub. Three men in a tub.
My! How unsanitary!
He had drunk often and deep. Started
homeward. Pathway elliptic, not straight. First
reel
ended at a lamppost. Few moments rest.
Let
go
and proceeded. Second reel carried him
to
a
trolley pole. Third reel brought him to
a fire
alarm. He looked up. saw the city's big
palace, blazing with light, reading, "Safe movie
in three reels." He shook his fist at it, Home—
exclaiming. "It can't be done."
Then there is the one about the inebriate
who,
after walking around a telephone pole and
pushing
on it with all his might, sat down on the
curb and
softly sobbed, "S'no use! I'm walled in."
Political Economy: buying only the amount
of
votes that you actually need.
—J. L. KNIGHT

Sad, Mad, Sad

Back in the carefree days of the years 2
B.B.
and 1 B.B. (Before the Bomb), student
life had
become a Bohemian adventure. Now,in the
gloomy
times of 1 A.B. (After the Bomb),
college students have turned to serious, scholarly
thinking.
Present day undergraduate groups are topheavy
with the stability afforded by returning
old married men, and more serious civilianveterans,
in general. Few indeed are the epicureastudents
ns who
follow literally the philosophy expressed
by
famous drinking ditty. the Stein Song. Some our
have decided that all philosophy is nonsenseothers
dress suit and to hell with it. We disregard in a
and
disdain this faction.
Everywhere, students are leaders. The
versity students in India and South America uniare
pus
pus.
the very lads who incite revolutions and
start
poIn knowing that these other people
litical strikes. The world is looking to the
Angloare his classmates and friends, he will Dear Editor:
Saxon young men, many of whom are
now
in
In the October 17th issue of "The college, to stop the Russian
find comfort in their friendly words
dream of world revoluMaine
Campus" Mr. Brennan started tion.
and companionships early in his college career. By this means he will to write a very good article denouncAll the Russians really desire is more
freedom
soon feel at home and at ease among ing Freshman Rules. He then ruined for the worker
classes. N'Ve should be more class
it by inserting some personal gripes.
the milling throngs he meets daily.
conscious. Give the worker a chance to
enjoy
Mr. B., in referring to the OCS and life a
Later on, these first contacts and
while, before we are all blasted into the
next
friendships grow and play an important flight-training programs, made the. fol- world.
role in his activities and college life. loss ing asinine remark:
'Why, the other day, I got so sad thinking
about
Now isn't this the desired objective for "Those that completed the program unfair class
distinctions, I took my girl to the
were
either
goof-offs
of
the
most of us if our college career is defirst degree movies to see if
they would cheer me
or else complete rats."
veloped to its fullest?
had aisle seats. Everyone knows that up. We
those
Aside from the had grammar, that have
Aside from wearing identifying
aisle seats are the most down-trodden who
statement
class
is hardly in keeping with in society.
clothing, the remaining rules which
I was sad all over again.
the Freshmen are asked to abide by
(Continue
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Page Eight

THE MAINE CAMPUS

heard, it hit the button on the nose.
The "rats" have been hollering to
high heaven, and attack the article with
(Continued from Page Seven)
what one would expect from the con- every enlisted adjective that OCS
taught them, while the boys we GI's
tributing editor of a paper. Did he
liked and respected are laughing it off
refer perhaps, to the 'goof-offs' and
with a grin. If the shoe fits, wear it.
'rats' who flew with Doolittle or those
awarded medals posthumously for leadDear Editor:
ing charges on Guadalcanal, Iwo Jima,
So, the Maine women think too
and elsewhere.
much of themselves, they have only icy
I am not personally acquainted with glares for the opposite sex, they want
Mr. Brennan, but that remark sounds only city slickers? I agree, something
like the typical gripe of a man who is wrong. But that is not the way I
was once in OCS or flight-training and heard it. Are the girls all to blame for
didn't quite make the grade.
this unfriendly atmosphere?
(Bill Brennan served as enlisted
The day hasn't come when a girl
cadre in an OCS training center.—ED.)

CORRESPONDENCE

Dear Editor:
Well, I see the war is over. The
slightly sad-eyed ex-officers finally took
a much deserved beating in the pages
of a newspaper.
Perhaps the article was a little too
inclusive, but from the reaction I've

can walk up to a man and say, "How
about a date tonight ?" (the nice girls,
anyway). No, we have to sit with
our fingers crossed for that happy
sounding "Door call" or "Phone on
second."
Why are girls staying in on Saturday nights when the ratio, I've heard,
is 3.6-1? Somebody isn't on the ball.

MCA DRIVE
(Continued from Page One)
to join and find something of interest
for him.
MCA Building
As for facilities, the white MCA
building is such an institution on campus that few people stop to consider

how it operates. The fact is that
each student's contribution helps to
keep it going. The building is especially useful for recreation, reading,
and studying for all students as well
as a place for organizational meetings.
The year's membership to this large
organization with its many facilities
is $1.00.
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